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Sonia Holt 
Never Ending Ideas for Your Audience Building 

 

1. Fine-tune Keywords and Buzz Words – Make it easy for your audience to find your 

content. Check your keywords to make sure you are using the “standard” keywords as well 

as new “buzz” words that your audience uses to find your content. 

2. Guest Post – Offer to contribute content (related to your niche) to an established site, which 

has the same or a similar audience. This can increase your readership, as well as provide 

another quality resource for your current readers. When done correctly, both sites profit. 

3. Get Subscribers and More – Build your traffic but convert those visiting readers into 

subscribers and more. Offer freebies and solutions that only subscribers can access. Then 

use your list to convert them to buyers.  

4. Tap into Different Modalities – Different types of content attract specific people. Implement 

a variety of content so you have something for everyone. Create content and freebies that 

appeal to people who like to read and write, listen and talk, look at images, watch videos, 

interact at live or semi-live events, etc. Then focus on the most popular types. 

5. Focus on Social Media Specialty – Each social media platform specializes in a certain 

type of content. For instance, Twitter is known for short messages and Pinterest specializes 

in images. Create campaigns and/or content that focuses on the site’s media “specialty.” 

6.  Add Website “Like” or “Share” Buttons – Make it easy for your readers to like or share 

your website content with interested friends. Use WordPress plugins like AddToAny others 

that meet your needs. Not using WordPress? Check each social media site to get 

compatible code or software recommendations for your website platform or CMS. 

7. Promote to the Right Audiences – On social media platforms, like Facebook, you can 

target your messages and your ads to be seen only by the “right audience.” Use their 

demographic information, such as age, location, gender, etc., to create highly focused offers 

and content for audience subsets. 

8. Create Facebook Groups – Facebook groups generally reach more people than pages do. 

Groups allow you to interact through your personal profile, yet focus on industry related 

topics. This helps your audience get to know (and trust) you on a personal level while 
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keeping the topics relative to the audience’s needs. Make more than one group if you have 

audience subsets with different needs. 

9. Find Your Audience on Social Media – Discover which social media sites you should 

focus on by asking your audience. The answers can change over time. Email the question to 

your list, create a poll on your site, and/or write a post about some statistics you found and 

ask what social media platforms your readers use. Don’t let this poll expire to continue to get 

info over time. Track and test the results by using the platforms and noting the audience 

participation rate. 

10. Network with Niche Peers – Regularly, network with fellow niche bloggers. Be supportive. 

Leave helpful comments on their websites, offer to guest post, ask peers to guest post for 

you, and join niche groups. Get them accustomed to seeing your name. 

11. Allow and Encourage Image Sharing – Funny topic-related images, images with quotes, 

and images that explain a complicated concept tend to be shared more often than others. 

Create galleries and albums on your site to make it easy for your audience to “promote” your 

site. 

12. Include Website Post CTAs – Incorporate a call to action at the end of each website post. 

The CTA could be a sign-up freebie/offer, a related product (yours or an affiliate’s), other 

articles about the topic, a topic-related and sharable image, and much more. Check each 

post to make sure you have a CTA on the page. Add one if it isn’t already there. 

13. Brand Sharable Images – Add your logo or URL watermark to images that you want your 

audience to share. This helps to keep your brand and your site in public view, even if words 

aren’t present on the sharing page. 

14. Short and Sweet Content – Add content that is likely to be shared. A BuzzSumo study 

recently showed that infographics and list posts received more shares than other types of 

content. Consider creating more list posts and infographics for your site. Follow up with 

more in-depth guides. 

15. Create Smart Headlines – Each headline or title is a promise about the type of content and 

information contained in the post or content. Headlines should also intrigue and leave the 

reader with a question that is answered in the content. Check your website headlines. 

Spruce up headlines and make sure you redirect the old URL to the new version, if it 

changed in the process. 

16. Make it Visual – Adding a visual element to your posts or articles will encourage more 

shares, get you more likes, increase your website traffic, and ultimately give you the 

opportunity to turn your traffic into audience subscribers. Add images – tip images, quote 
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images, photographs, product images, etc. Also, add videos, slideshows, presentations, and 

interactive maps. 

17. Show Gratitude and Make Mentions – You wouldn’t be where you are if others hadn’t 

helped you. This applies to your mentors, audience and followers, staff members, and 

others. Publically thank at least one person every month. You may even create a thankful 

schedule to highlight someone from each area per month. 

18. Interview People of Interest – Interview experts on topics that interest your audience. 

Depending on your niche, you may want the interviews to include niche industry leaders, 

peers, staff, audience members, or anyone who provides helpful information or a different 

perspective. Record and transcribe the interview to sell or share later. 

19. Make it an Event to Remember – Get your audience and potential subscribers involved by 

creating a few yearly, interactive events. Create a list of events (and activities) you could 

host during each season. For example, in the Mommy niche, you could host a “Mom’s Day 

at the Beach” – summer, “Mom’s No Cleaning Day” – spring, “Girl’s Night Out” – fall, or 

“Mom’s Holiday” – winter. All of these could be done locally or online. Get your audience to 

invite friends. Host at least one event per year. 

20. Track Mobile-Friendly Stats – To build your audience, you need to know what technology 

they use. For example, knowing what device and browser they use enables you to optimize 

your site to give viewers an exceptional experience. Check and document these stats every 

month, using a 12-month spreadsheet. Compare these to your subscribe and buy rates. 

Fine-tune according to your findings. 

21. Know your Top Channels and Referrers – How is your audience finding you? Where is 

the link they clicked? Using your stats, record your most visited posts and pages, as well as 

top channels and referrers each month. Re-use the strategy and methods you used on that 

high-performing content. 

22. Provide What They Need – What do your people need? They come to you for a solution to 

their problem, a how-to guide on a topic, as well as useful tools and resources. Provide 

these in website content, products, services, and freebies to attract traffic and build your 

audience. 

23. Audience Problem List – Brainstorm a list of your audience’s possible problems. Create a 

solution for each. Offer the solution in a post, product (free or paid), coaching session, group 

setting, etc.  

24. Engage with Stories – Adults, like kids, enjoy stories and learn from them. Hone your 

storytelling skills and use stories to create an emotional link with your audience. 
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25. Make Them Curious with Titles – Create titles, subject lines, and headlines that make 

readers curious. “5 Reasons Grandma Should Have, But Didn’t” leaves them wondering 

what Grandma has to do with it as well as what she should have done but didn’t. Your 

audience will click through to read, giving you an opportunity to convert them to a 

subscriber. 

26. Stockpile Resources – Readers want free, topic related resources. Bookmark and 

organize resources into categories that match your website. Add a related sign-up or bonus 

in selected website category sidebars or posts. 

27. Add a Pop-up or Overlay on Your Website – Offer an opt-in freebie on the pop-up. Adjust 

the timing to avoid click-a-ways. 

28. Provide Multiple Sign-up Opportunities – Use one or more freebies and add sign-ups in 

several places onsite such as at the end of posts, in the footer, the about page, etc. 

29. Include A Specific Bonus Opt-in – On high-volume posts and pages, add a special opt-in 

bonus when they get “more on this topic”, which is actually a specific, topic-related, 

autoresponder mailing list. 

30. Phrase it with Confidence – Rather than telling them what to do on the sign-up, like so, 

“Get your free copy now, “ask, “Where would you like me to send your free copy of…?” 

31. Host a Spring Contest – Use the top “spring related” problem or question your viewers 

have as the basis for their freebie. Encourage your buyers to promote the offer for a one-

time discount on their next purchase. You’ll need to set other contest rules to limit the offer. 

32. Create a Summer Contest – Use the top “summer related” problem or question your 

viewers have as the basis for their freebie. Encourage your buyers to promote the offer for a 

half-hour Q&A session (or 3 emails) with you. You’ll need to set other contest rules to limit 

the offer. 

33. Set up a Fall Contest – Use the top “fall related” problem or question your viewers have as 

the basis for their freebie. Encourage your buyers to promote the offer for a chance to win a 

special invitation to the “Members Only Holiday Party” next season. You’ll need to set other 

contest rules to limit the offer. 

34. Organize a Winter Contest – Use the top “winter related” problem or question your viewers 

have as the basis for their freebie. Encourage your buyers to promote the offer for a chance 

to win a “Holiday Gift Package, worth $ X amount.” 

35. Reward New Subscribers – Towards the end of the year, hold a “Thankful for You” 

Event/Party for new subscribers who have stuck with you for at least 1 year. Put together a 
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thank-you pack for them. Include a discount coupon for their next purchase of one of your 

products.  

36. JV with Peers to get Event Sponsors – Ask a few of your peers to sponsor (provide items 

or services) for your events. These can be freebies, full-products, services, discount codes, 

etc. Don’t forget to return the favor! 

37. Reward Important Feedback – Getting feedback can be difficult. Occasionally, offer a 

feedback/poll bonus to non-subscribers. Add a sign-up for them to get the bonus. 

Remember how to “phrase it!” 

38. Increase Perceived Accessibility – Create a “mentoring or Q&A” Facebook page, 

specifically to answer quick questions for beginners/newbies. Stick to quick answers. Refer 

others back to website posts, a download, product, or other solution. “Be there” twice a 

week at a certain time. 

39. Get Sign-Ups from Guest Posting – In your byline/bio add link to a special landing page, 

which offers a special freebie or incentive as a thank-you gift for “learning more.” Add a 

special opt-in at the bottom of the page. Mention the site they came from to make them feel 

valued. 

40. Make the Most of Twitter – Twitter can seem very restrictive when your objective is to 

convert visitors to subscribers. Use Twitter Cards to give you and extra edge. Card styles 

allow you to provide different info, such as title, description, thumbnail, account attribution, 

large images, direct download to a mobile app, and video/audio/media. 

41. Do More of What Works – Make a list of what you try and what works. For this to be 

effective, you want positive-proof rather than just “thinking” a combination of strategies or 

methods is working. Once you get the “number” proof from the stats, rinse and repeat the 

successful methods.  

42. Upgrade Offers – On specific posts offer an “upgrade offer” to opt-in and get more info on 

that particular topic. The upgrade should provide tons of up-to-date info, resources, and 

value. This is a great way to provide updated info without creating a whole post or 

product…yet.  

43. Give Them a Sneak Peek – Offer visitors a limited-time sneak peek at what “subscribers 

and members (buyers)” have access to. Create a specific opt-in list for these people, who 

may still be on the fence about becoming a “loyal” subscriber. 

44. Hide Social Share Numbers – This helps you to avoid negative social proof and 

encourages visitors to share according to their own feelings and thoughts rather than what 
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the “numbers” show. People tend to follow the trend so don’t give them a reason to avoid 

sharing. 

45. Answer Questions on Quora & Yahoo Answers – This helps build your reputation as an 

expert and gives you links back to your website. Spend time answering questions within 

your niche to ensure you’re attracting the right audience. 

46. Use Video – Add a video to your site to give people a chance to get to know you. Do a few 

live streaming videos on Facebook or other places. Address an issue your audience 

struggles with and offer them a solution. Again, this builds traffic and your reputation. 

47. Host a Free Webinar – Choose a topic near and dear to your audience’s heart. Talk about 

a pain point or show them how to solve a problem. You’ll increase traffic to your site & gain 

new followers. Be sure to collect email addresses so you can stay in touch and continue to 

build their loyalty.  

48. Connect with Industry Influencers – Offer to help them with something. JV with them on 

projects. Follow and participate in their conversations. Not only will you gain a valuable new 

connection but also new high-quality, targeted followers. 

49. Publish eBooks – Write short, high-quality ebooks and give them away for free or charge a 

buck or two on Amazon.  Be sure every ebook includes a link back to your website. 

50. Ask Your Audience to Share – Create something to give to your audience for free. Then 

ask them to pass it on to their friends, followers and colleagues, where relevant. This can 

quickly increase your audience list.  
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Never Ending Ideas for Income Building 

 

51. Create a Niche Related Product Review Site – Review affiliate products and add your own 

products and reviews from your customers. All reviews should contain pros and cons. 

52. Before You Check Out, Have You Considered – Implement this upsell tactic and phrase 

in your shopping cart. Shoppers are ready to buy and they are more likely to spend more to 

get a good deal. For example, if selling a beginner’s how-to guide, upsell the guide 

“package” with checklists, or a daily organizer. 

53. Optimize Upsell Timing – You can upsell any time during the purchase process but the 

best time is after buyers have seen the upsell offer at least twice. Test and make changes 

as needed. 

54. Shopping Cart Cross-Selling Opportunity – After customers buy a product, offer another 

product that may interest them, based on their recent purchase. Include a sense of urgency. 

55. Confirmation Page Profits – Add a promo in that blank space at the bottom of confirmation 

pages. Include an image that goes with an upsell, cross sell, or even an affiliate product.  

56. Choose the Best Affiliates – Choose and test affiliate programs before committing whole-

heartedly. Some products and programs just offer the bare minimum when it comes to 

earnings, payout, promo tools, and quality. Read the fine print. Only use affiliate programs 

and products that fit your needs. 

57. Digital Book Profit Cross Sales – When someone buys a digital book, like a Kindle book, 

and they like it, they want more. On the last pages, include links to your site or library where 

they can find more books to buy. Also, include a list of your latest books with an intriguing 

summary to get them to click through. 

58.  Digital Book “Secret” Insider Discount – Add a “next purchase” coupon code inside 

specific books, like the first in a series. This works best when buyers purchase digital books 

directly from you. 

59. More, Digital Book Discounts – If you sell on Amazon, or through another bookseller, 

include a discount code, inside the book, for a valuable resource or tool the buyer can 

download from your site. This can also be a freebie but make sure to get your buyers on 

your list. 
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60. Author Recognition for Digital Books – Reply to book comments on Amazon and other 

seller sites to build recognition and make more sales. Potential buyers love it when they can 

interact with their favorite authors. This type of interaction also encourages more buys.  

61.  Create a Freemium Offer – Create a free item to give away but also create a premium or 

paid version. Add value to the “Pro” version with special features, benefits, and options that 

are not in the free version. Many WordPress plugins and themes do this. You can do the 

same thing with a free spreadsheet that requires manual calculations. Create a premium, 

paid, version that auto-calculates. 

62. Video/Audio Double Duty Profits – Convert the audio portion of webinars as well as video 

and audio interviews, into written content such as transcripts, summary notes, question and 

answer documents, and more. Including these written items adds value to the original 

format/product, encourages product sales, and can be used as an upsell or bonus. 

63. From Simple eBook to Full Training Course – Convert your eBook into a full training 

course for more profits. Use feedback from buyers to discover and create additional tools 

and resources they want. Create the course and offer it as an upgrade to previous buyers as 

well as new customers. 

64. Make it Pay Off with Services – Offer a service that compliments your products, such as 

editing, writing, assisting, coaching, consulting, or done-for-you services. 

65. Membership Profits – Create ongoing profits with yearly, monthly, weekly, or daily 

memberships. Offer these subscription members a new product or services at specific 

intervals until the member cancels the membership. 

66. Make more with Upsells and Downsells – Offer an upsell to products, at a higher price. 

But, also offer a downsell option that isn’t as expensive as the upsell. For example, a how-to 

report upsell could include how-to videos, checklists, and other tools – a full training course. 

A downsell for the report could include just the checklists, which would be priced lower than 

the upsell. 

67. Accept Sponsored Posts – Sponsored posts are similar to paid ads. Sponsors with the 

same target market, pay you to include relevant content on your site. As with a “guest post,” 

the company includes a link-back in the post or bio. 

68. Create an Exclusive “Insider’s” Group – Create a private, paid, members-only group 

where you provide advice, coaching, or other “insider” information relative to your niche 

topics. 
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69. Training Product Upgrade – If you offer training material for self-learners, upgrade by 

adding a "done-for-you" option for buyers who would rather have you do the task for them. 

Website design is a good example of this. 

70. Premium News Subscription – Offer a paid, subscription-based newsletter or online 

magazine. You can send it weekly, monthly, quarterly, etc.  

71. Paid Sponsors – Identify several areas of your business where you allow sponsors to 

include content/ads. A few content areas and types could include sidebar images, 

newsletter “sponsored by” links, magazine articles or ads, event pages, etc. Keep in mind 

that obvious “ads” are often frowned upon by search engines and/or blocked by users. 

72. Picture-It Products - Highlight your products using visuals on Facebook, Pinterest, and 

other visual-centric sites. Make it easy for followers and fans to share the visuals in multiple 

ways and in a variety of places. 

73. Facebook Boost or Promote – Carefully read about each option before you try one. Limit 

image text for both options, when pulling posts. Plan post-related images with this in mind. 

Facebook may limit your ad reach, it may not run the ad at all, or you may be required to 

pay more for the ad. Watch those logos as well and test, test, test. 

74. Facebook Promote – Only promote your content. Promote your best converting website 

posts. If your post includes a link to another site, don’t “Promote” it. You’ll end up paying to 

send traffic away from your site while you also lose traffic, sign-ups, and sales. 

75. Facebook Boost – Choose your audience carefully. People, who liked your page (and their 

friends,) may not be the best audience option. Use your target market demographics 

instead. If people’s friends fit the criteria, they will also see the boost. Don’t pay to serve the 

ad to people who have shown no interest. Let their friends do that legwork for you. 

76. Give Older Products a New Audience – Revive older products, which have declined in 

sales, by giving them a significant update and re-launch the product. Previous buyers will 

want the new items and info almost as much as new customers do. 

77. Reward Loyal Customers – Offer a gift card or "exclusive" offer to long-term customers. 

You can make this a scheduled yearly activity or surprise them at random intervals 

throughout the year. 

78. Create Special Days/Times to Celebrate – To jump-start sales during your slow times, 

create special days for your business. For example, if June is a slow time for you each year, 

create a special holiday such as Bloom in June Week.  Offer items to help your readers 

grow or reach their goals. 
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79. Feedback Participation Coupons – Busy people (and everyone is busy) often skip 

providing feedback for a variety of reasons. Give your audience an incentive to take the time 

and provide helpful feedback. For example, you send out a survey to find out what tools 

your audience wants most. Give those who take the survey a discount coupon for their next 

purchase or on a specific new product. 

80. Offer Standalone (One-Time Buy) Products – Standalone items are a great way to 

discover and provide the types of content your audience wants and is willing to pay for. 

Examples could include a package of topic-related memes, inspiring quotes on images, 

checklists, idea/activity calendars, etc.  

81. JV Bundled Products – Join forces with others in your niche to offer products that 

compliment each other. This tactic is a great way for participants to grow their customer 

base, especially if each business includes a free item and a deep discount on an older 

product that is declining in sales from their own readers. 

82. Renew Recent Product Interest – Add something new to a recent product to make it more 

valuable. People who missed the original “sale price” will be tempted again to buy. Previous 

buyers will want to purchase the new item(s) you added. Price each option accordingly to 

encourage sales. 

83.  Resource & Tool List Profits – Become an affiliate of your favorite resources and tools. 

Create a resource and tool list on your site and in a pdf format for your readers to download. 

Include niche related items that your audience wants and needs. Use your affiliate link when 

you mention each item. Also, provide an image, a description, and a story to create interest. 

84. Affiliate Product / Customer Viewpoint – Do an interview about the product from a 

customer’s viewpoint. Get a peer or the product’s creator to “interview” you. Talk about why 

you bought the product, what problem it solved, and how you are doing now. Add it to your 

site and on networks. 

85. Affiliate Product / Customer How-To Posts – Create a “how to use the product” article 

series. Show your audience why the product solved your problem and how to use the 

product effectively. 

86. Affiliate Product / Customer How-To Video – Create a how to use the product video. 

Publish it on your website and on your YouTube channel. Share it in your newsletter and in 

your own groups. 

87. Affiliate Product / Customer Tips – As a product user, create a list of tips you discovered 

as you used the product. Include specific tips that your audience would also find helpful. 
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88. Affiliate Product Based Report – Write a short report about the problem you faced. Then 

lead the reader to the solution you found, the affiliate product you’re promoting.  

89. Podcast Promotion Teasers – In the beginning chit-chat mention a problem you had and 

that you recently found a solution. Encourage listeners to sign-up for your newsletter to get 

the low-down and the link (your affiliate link to the product.)  

90. By Invite Only Affiliate Program – You can’t do it alone. Build your sales force by creating 

an affiliate program for your own products. At first, limit the number of affiliates by hand 

picking a few super affiliates to invite to the team. They will also help you with suggestions 

and ideas as you get the hang of running an affiliate program. 

91. Open Up the Affiliate Program – When you have some experience under your belt, open 

up the affiliate program to everyone. Email subscribers, first, about your affiliate program to 

get the ball rolling. 

92. Onsite Affiliate Program Announcement – Add one or more pages that tell potential 

affiliates what they need to know about your program including payouts, tools, rules, 

restrictions, and where to sign-up, etc.  

93. Affiliate Program FAQ – Save time by creating an FAQ section for affiliates. This allows 

them to get an answer to their question, even if you or your customer support person is 

asleep. 

94. Newbie Affiliate Training – Add FAQs with newbie affiliates in mind. Consider including a 

training section for newbies. Teach them about best practices as well as what, traditionally, 

works best with your particular products and niche. 

95. Experienced Affiliate Ideas – Provide a section for experienced affiliates as well. Include 

more advanced promo ideas, strategies, and tools.  

96. Notify Affiliates First – Give affiliates time to read and form a plan about how they can best 

promote the latest product. Having a week or two to get things in order, prior to a product 

launch can make a world of difference in your sales. The more lead-time you provide, the 

greater their efforts will be.  

97. Affiliate Program Related Links – Add an “Affiliate” tab on your website where affiliates 

can join and/or login to their accounts. 

98. Affiliate Center Tour – In the first affiliate email “welcome message,” give new affiliates a 

tour of the affiliate center. The more familiar affiliates are with the center, the more sales and 

profits you will both enjoy. 
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99. Reward and Encourage Affiliates – Reward top-affiliates and encourage less experienced 

affiliates. You can do this with monthly or yearly bonuses going to the top-seller, the most 

creative, or the most improved affiliate. 

100 . Affiliate Reader Prizes – Provide a “prize” tool that affiliates can give away to their subscribers or 

readers when they hold a contest. This strategy is especially effective just before a holiday. 
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Never Ending Ideas for Your Product Promotions 

 

1. Leverage the Power of Affiliates – Set up an affiliate program to help you and supporters 

promote your products and services. Sharing the wealth is a great way to say thank you and 

make more sales. Provide tools early to give affiliates time to implement their promotional 

strategies. 

2. Use a Seasonal Hook – Include a seasonal hook when you create your marketing plan, 

especially if there is a related pain-point your product addresses, such as sugar overload at 

Halloween, summer childcare issues, spring allergies, etc. 

3. Address Emotional Buying Motives – Behind every buying decision is an emotion. Fear, 

guilt, pride, greed, and love are among the strongest emotional motivations. Give potential 

buyers a strong emotional connection to your product, with content, before asking them to 

buy.  

4. Get a Niche Leader Endorsement – Contact leaders in your industry. Offer them a free 

product in exchange for absolutely, honest feedback. If they like the product, ask for an 

official endorsement. This works best with leaders you already know but everybody likes 

trying new and free things. 

5. Take Advantage of “Me Too” Crowd Behavior – Friends trust, influence, and share with 

friends. Make the most of friendships. Show visitors that friends have posted. Provide 

discounts for buyers’ friends. Action encourages repeated action, like in follow the leader. 

6. Integrate the Familiarity Principle – Repeated exposure can develop a positive perception 

over time. Keep your logo, face, products, and words in front of your public. Brand products 

with your logo. Be as consistent as possible, including schedules and staff to build trust and 

awareness.  

7. Buy Before Opt-in Requirement – Some niches and individuals, tend to avoid buying if 

opt-ins are required before they can buy an item. Build trust with free onsite downloads. Let 

them see the quality you provide before they “risk” signing up or they abandon their carts. 

8. Make Discounts More Visible Onsite – Sliding and floating reminders, with weekly or 

monthly coupon codes, boost multiple purchases and help discourage cart abandonment. 

Create coupons for product groups or specific categories/types. Marketing ebooks, mom 

templates, how-to checklists, busy-man’s ecourses, etc., are just a few examples. 

9. Make Customer Recommendations Eye-catching – Place photos of customers, along 

with their quick quotes and comments, in strategic places on your website and networks. 
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These can remind visitors of friends and add credibility to product claims. Add in category 

sidebars, footers, galleries, etc. 

10. Build Social Buzz From the Beginning – Plan your product and plan the buzz. The longer 

you keep a pre-launch buzz going, the more people will want the product. Include “quiet” 

spells, with little mention of the item, to build anticipation. Then, share a “milestone” moment 

to make your audience feel invested in the product from the beginning. 

11. Organize a Product Launch Event/Party – Continue your audience’s emotional 

attachment, especially affiliates, with a product launch event or party. Make it fun with a 

product-related theme “requirement.” For a stress-free holiday ebook launch, have 

attendees share a dramatic image of how they feel they look when stressed during the 

holidays. Worst-stressed wins a prize. Ham it up! 

12. Promote Products with Pre-order Options – Allow people to pre-order. This allows you to 

offer a special price now and increase the price post-launch. Also, accept 2 or 3 payments 

(installments) when appropriate. After all, many people are short on money just before the 

holidays. 

13. Benefit from Crowdfunding – Consider Crowdfunding as a way of creating a group of new 

supporters and investors, as well as people who need your product. It’s not just for people 

who’ve been through a disaster or something life changing. Try it a few times. 

14. Create Special Bonus for each Audience Subset – Make the bonus fit the buyer. 

Segment your audience into several subsets based on their different needs, experiences, or 

other demographics. Add the bonus options on the sales page and in promotions. Let each 

buyer choose one bonus. 

15. Offer an Upsell – Add more value to a product by offering an upsell option – a helpful, 

related, item for a slightly higher price. For example, you offer a guide about how to organize 

your home office. Offer a checklist to suggest specific areas and items to organize. 

16. Build a Product Advisory Team – The team could be comprised of any or all of these 

groups – affiliates, long-term customers, JV partners, family, sponsors, staff, mentors, 

industry leaders, etc. This team can help you create a unique, high-profit product. And even 

better, they will help you promote it because they are proud of what they helped you 

accomplish. 

17. Offer a Sneak Preview in Return for Feedback – It can be difficult to get feedback. Offer a 

sneak peek gift when someone provides specific feedback. Ask for feedback on the website 

to target visitors. Ask for different feedback from each social media site and give a different 

sneak peek gift for each.  
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18. Update Old Website Promotions – Update promos on WordPress posts. Manually edit 

each post or automate the process with the help of a plugin like AdRotate by Arnan de 

Gans, a free plugin with a pro option. Set expiry notifications to let you know before the 

promo “end date” arrives. 

19. Create a Contest for each User Type – Get everyone involved! Stagger contests to avoid 

overload. Include custom contests for site visitors, subscribers, customers, long-term 

customers, each social media platform, staff (if interested,) and especially affiliates!  

20. New Website Content for the Product – Create new content such as article posts, images, 

and other items to introduce issues related to the product topic and promote the product. 

Share these new posts with potential buyers in your networks. 

21. Provide Affiliates with Special Reader Coupons – Give affiliates a special coupon code, 

with an additional discount, to give their readers more incentive to buy. 

22. Offer a Limited Time Referral (non-affiliate) Sale – Make it easy and profitable for non-

affiliate, subscribers to help you promote your product. Offer an incentive like money back 

for their first referral sale. This can encourage them to join the affiliate program to make 

even more sales. 

23. Plan a “Gone Crazy” Day – Promise to do something that is totally out of character for you 

if sales reach a pre-defined (reachable) number. Take pictures and provide social proof of 

this for even more sales. 

24. Provide Visual Proof – Based on the product benefits, make short videos, take pictures, 

and create infographics or slideshows, depicting the benefits visually. Add the visuals to the 

sales page as well as a “look what I added” notification post or email.  

25. Create a Fill-in-the-Blank Review-Templates – This is a great tool for affiliates and 

buyers. Include guided questions, which help people add positive and negative information 

you want to others know about the product.  

26. Invite Buyers to Participate in a Testimonial Contest – Design a great “winner’s 

package” and then ask for a few different types of testimonials, which could include written, 

video, and artistic/creative. Award a prize for each category winner, as well as offer to send 

one friend a free copy of the product highlighted in the testimonial. 

27. Encourage Affiliates to Link to Main Website – Rather than risking being penalized by 

search engines and paid-links, suggest that affiliates make your site a permanent resource 

on their sites with an affiliate link. 
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28. Create a Facebook Ad Campaign – Create audience-targeted ads for your products. Men 

over 50, College students age 21-30, Women who are interested in sports & live in 

Colorado. These are the types of audience-specific ads you can create.  

29. Create a Facebook Retargeting Campaign – Don’t let visitors get away. With a small 

snippet of code on your site, you can continue to show ads for your products to people who 

visit your site and click away without signing up or buying. You can set daily spending limits 

or set a total dollar spending limit.  

30. Use a Pop-Up or Slider to Offer a Limited-Time Discount – Timing and placement for this 

is very important! Show the pop-up too soon or too late and you risk losing a sale. Give your 

website content time to do it’s job. Consider using a slider, if your niche doesn’t tolerate 

popups. 

31. Contact the People on your Media List – Email, call, and send mail to them. Send notices, 

write press releases, and fill them in about your product. Include local newspapers, radio 

stations, cable TV stations, as well as online sources. 

32. Offer to be a Guest on a Teleseminar – Just as you can be a guest on a webinar, you can 

be a guest on teleseminars too. In fact, people who host regular teleseminars are always 

looking for guests. Put the word out that you’re available. 

33. Participate in a Blog Tour – Contact blog owners that cater to your audience. Write unique 

blog posts for each owner. Turn them into affiliates and you can both profit from pre-sales, 

as you make the rounds. 

34. Respond to Comments – Always respond to your comments. It makes your website more 

interactive and helps create more user-generated content, especially if you ask and answer 

questions about your new product. 

35. Offer Product Gift Cards – Create a gift card option that allows users/customers to buy a 

gift for a friend. Make gift card amounts match your product’s full-price value. Promote the 

gift card for special days and during the holidays. Include a pre-written sample email for the 

giver to send. 

36. Offer Your Audience a “Wish List” Option – Encourage your audience/fans to create a 

visible list of your products that they would like to have. This will help friends and family 

choose a gift card of the appropriate amount. Fans share their wish list with a link to the gift 

card’s page. 

37. Loyal Customer Rewards - Offer repeat customers a discount or free product after they’ve 

made a specific number of purchases. For example after 10 single-purchases they get a 
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10% off discount code or after 20 single-purchases, they get 2 products, free. You choose 

the type of reward. 

38. Use Customer Service to Promote Latest Product – Add a short promo on your customer 

service main page, sidebars, and in customer service emails. Train customer service reps to 

check user buys and promote the latest product, when appropriate. 

39. Customer Service Bonus – Consider giving your customer service staff a monthly bonus 

for each new product sale that they initiate and make. This could be similar to an affiliate 

sale and encourage staff to go the extra mile for you. 

40. Link Your Product to a Cause – Pledge to give part of the proceeds to a specific cause or 

organization. This makes buyers feel good on multiple levels. Be sure to keep that emotional 

connection going. Announce how much you were able to give due to the community support 

you received. Brag on your people and thank them. 

41. Off the Wall Holidays – Create a just-for-fun or topic-related holiday. Keep the holiday 

focus broad enough to apply to all of your products. For example, a country cooking focused 

site created country cooking month. 

42. Bundle Related Products – Promote products together to provide added value at a lower 

price than can be obtained from individual purchases. For example, if a “how to start a 

business guide” gives an overview of hosting, bundle the guide with a previously offered, 

ecourse on choosing a host. 

43. Sneak Peek JV Product Version – Create a valuable, yet shortened version of your 

product. Give this version of your product when asked to JV by providing a product. If the JV 

partner is an affiliate, edit the sneak peek version to include their affiliate link. 

44. Sponsor a Relevant Event – If you don’t have time to JV, offer to sponsor the event by 

providing a special “sample variety pack” of your product freebies. 

45. PR for Facebook Industry Groups – Many online, industry related, groups provide relevant 

event notifications to members. Join and participate in these groups. When appropriate, 

private message the owner to request that your press release or flyer be shared with fellow 

members. 

46. Ideal Audience Audio/Video Interview – Conduct an interview with the product’s ideal 

customer. Ask for volunteers and specify the qualifications. Conduct an audio/video 

interview. Add the audio/video to your YouTube channel and other video-friendly networks. 

47. “Pick Me” Product Video Contest – Ask audience members to submit a 2-5-minute video 

explaining why they really need “the product.” The winner will receive a free copy of “the 

product.” Let their peers choose the winner based on the criteria you choose. 
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48. Kindle-ize Your Guide or eBook – Drastically broaden your reach by creating a Kindle 

version of your original guide or eBook.  

49. Make Use of Pinterest – Create boards on Pinterest to display your business brand. Create 

a board for infographics, product images, articles, guides, slideshows, videos and more. If 

possible, use your business name in the board name; i.e. ABC Consulting Infographics, 

ABC Consulting Guides, “Must See” Videos. Be sure to use “Rich Pins” where possible so 

you can include extra information such as product availability, price and where to buy. 

Watermark your images with your website URL. 

50. Promote on Daily Deal Sites – There are several daily deal sites such as Woot.com, 

Groupon.com, Tanga.com, PennyWise.biz, ThatDailyDeal.com, & LivingSocial.com that 

allow you to submit your product so consumers can purchase at a great price. This is a great 

way to generate a lot of sales in a short amount of time and to bring more awareness to your 

brand.  
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